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ABSTRACT

Frequency structure of signal reflecti-

on in the peripheral part of the human

hearing system is evaluated in terms of

the combined cochlear potential observed

at the ear-drum level. The reflection ap—

pears to include components missing in

the signal spectrum. The explanation pro-

posed implies the possible effect of a

hearing feedback which, unlike the hear-

ing reflex, provides for the appearance

of signal envelopes propagating along the

cochlear partition as separate waves.

The study of signal processing in the

peripheral part of the hearing system

($PHS) is essential for getting an in-

sight into the mechanism of human sound-

information perception. Complex signal

reflection in PPHS is of particular impo-

rtance. Here signal reflection will be

defined as a spatial distribution of ex-

citing effects along auditory—nerve-fiber

endings, formed as a result of the signal

transformation by hearing mechanisms, a1-

low1ng for feedback effects.

Until recently feedback mechanisms.had

been overlooked in simulating signal tra-

nSfermation processes in PPHS. The impli-

cations were that a result of signal pro-

cessing in PPHS is a frequency-coordinate

transformation similar to spectral analy-

sis which is correlated with the excitat-

ions of auditory-nerve-fiber endings. a

reflection of this type is also extenSiv-

ely used in phonetic studies in the form

0f dynamic spectrograms. .
Recent electrophysiological experim-

ents, however, have provided evidence for

tSe Prepagation of vibrations, correspon—

dlns to complex-signal combination tones

even at low stimulation levels, in the

cochlear hydrodynamic system /7/. The

§aCt that frequency components missing

In the signal spectrum may appear in the

Slgnal reflection is incompatible Wlth. .

the idea of PPHS as a linear system which:

deals only with separating the signal in-

t° frequency components. _ .
In the literature available combinati-

on freQuency vibrations are often viewed

as a product of signal distortion in its
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non-linear transformation in the cochlear

vibration system. However, experiments

with narcotized animals involve certain

difficulties in determining the informat-

ional significance of the combination vi-

brations observed. To investigate the ro-

le of combination vibrations in signal

reflection in PPHS it is necessary that

the fact of their existence should be es-

tablished and their level estimated. When

using phonetically meaningful sounds.as

stimuli, the existence of a certain comp-

onent in the reflection can be correlated

with a certain characteristic of its per-

ception. Of particular importance is to

establish that vibrations with frequenci—

es missing in the signal spectrum do ex-

ist in human PPHS, and to lay dOWn a mo-

del of the mechanism causing their occur-

rence.
In this study the method of electroca-

chleography involving analog and digital

accumulation was used in combination with

fast Fourier transform /4, 8, 5/ to obt-
ain combined cochlear potentials (GOP)

and to analyze the frequency structure of

vibrations in the human cochlea.

Assuming that receptor structures of

organ of Corti interact in an electrome—

chanical way with the cochlear hydrodyn-

amic system, a variable component of co-

mbined cochlear potentials is considered

to reflect the motion of cochlear mecha-

nical structures under the effect of the

stimulus or vice versa-/6/.

The experiment was intended to identi-

fy, in the signal reflection in PPHS, the

components missing in the sound stimulus

spectrum by means of analyzing the CCP

appearing at the human ear-drum under the

effect of a complex sound stimulus.

Fig.1 shows two—tone stimulus spectrum

(I) and typical CCP spectra successively

for one subject, given two values of vol-

ume of sound.

Fig.2 shows the spectrum of vowel "a"

(I) and the CCP spectrum (II) for the

same subject. The comparison of the sti-

mulus spectra with the CCP spectra reve-

als that the latter include components

missing in the former. With a two-tone

stimulus, a component of this kind is
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primarily the f1-f2 frequency component.

The level of the newly appearing compon-
ents has a value close to that of the le-
vel of response to spectral components
present in the spectrum.
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an analogous accumulation mode. The patt-
ern of the stimulus spectrum is shown in“
relative normalized counts in Y-axis. Qu-
antization range - 156.4 mcsec.; number
of counts in a sampling - 256; number of
accumulated samplings - 1024. ‘
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Fig.2. Vowel spectrum reflection in the
.speotrum of GOP measured at the human
ear-drum.

I - spectrum of vowel "a"; II - COP spec-

0.2-- 7—7 ‘
0.1 -
o

trum at the 95 db SPL level of volume of
sound. The measuring conditions are iden-
tical to those listed in the caption of

18. 0

Fig.2 demonstrates that the general
pattern of the spectrum of response to a
vowel is significantly different from
that of the spectrum of the vowel presen-
ted at the input of the human hearing

Fig.4. Two-tone stimulus reflection in
the spectrum of GOP measured at the human
ear-drum.
I - two-tone stimulus spectrum; II - COP
spectrum at the 100 db SPL stimulus lev-
el; III - CCP spectrum at the 85 db SPL
stimulus level; IV - spectrum of noises
measured at the human ear-drum level in
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The most convenient way of discussing
the results obtained is to make use of
the model of si nal transformation in
PPHS. The functional structure of such a
model was described in /10, 11/. Compar-
ed to the earlier models of signal tran-
sformation in ETHS /3/. the model under
discussion includes a mechanism realiz-
ing the feedback Which significantly af‘
fects signal reflection in PPES.
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Consider the possible properties of
the mechanism in question. . .

The possibility that in addition to

the feedback circuit ensuring hearing re—
flex there exists in PPHS a feedback eff-

ected along the signal envelope was first

suggested in /10/. The mechanism realiz-
ing the latter feedback was termed "hear-

ing feedback". It was also shown that the

action of this mechanism may account for

the effects such as residual tones and

inhibition of the first harmonic of mic-

rophonic potential /12/. _ _ _ _
It is obvious that the inhibition of

the first harmonic of microphonic potent-

ial /12/ can be accounted for by the exi-

stenoe of the hearing feedback, prOVided

the value of a difference-frequency comp—

onent stipulated by its effect is compar-

able to that of the response to the first

harmonic of the stimulus. The experiment-

a1 results shown in fig.1 indicate that
the amplitude of the f2- a frequency com-

ponent of GOP spectrum an that of the f1

frequency component of GOP spectrum are

values of the same order of magnitude.

Thus, experimental eVidence has been

obtained for the assumption that the in-
hibiting effect may be accounted for by
the effect of the difference-frequency
component of GOP spectrum. Again, the va-

lue of this component being great, it is

possible to assume that its informational

significance is by no means less than
that of the CCP spectrum components caus-

ed by the effect of those components
which are present in the stimulus spect-

rum. Accordingly, a similar explanation
of residual tone perception is available.

The fact that the relative amplitude

of the CCP spectrum compenent resulting

from the effect of the stimulus whose

Spectrum does not include such component
is not dependent on the stimulus level
indicates that the compOnent in question
is caused by the action of a specialized

Parametric mechanism dealing With separa-
tion of the signal informational charact—
eristics rather than by non-linear.disto-
rtions in transforming the Signal in

A problem to be solved concerned expe-
rimental identification of the paths tak-

en by the signal envelope to get back to
the analyzer part of PPBS, i.e. to the
cochlea, upon being formed. One possibil-

ity Suggested in /10, 11/ was the coch-
183 - receptor cells - auditory.nerve -
facial nerve - stapes - cochlea' circuit.
The newly obtained experimental data make

it Possible to consider the "cochlea -
receptor cells (acting as envelope extra-

°t°r8) - cochlea" circuit as well. _
Upon getting to the inner ear by eith-

er Way. the envelopes are propagated

31°38 the basilar membrane and form the
maximum deflection at a corresponding

POint, thus producing a new channel whe-

re a new envelope can be extracted whose
variable component will again pass along
the feedback circuit and will be summed
up with other envelopes etc. until a dyn-
amic equilibrium reflection of the stimu-
lus is obtained. Thus, the hearing feed-
back model appears to be an integral part
of the model of PPHS analyzer part and
the whole system should be viewed as a
parametric non-linear signal analyzer,
with its characteristics depending, alon-
gside with other factors, on the type of
signals being analyzed. Realization of
the hearing feedback model requires conc-
rete definition of the envelope, formula—
tion of the rules of its formation and
introduction of PPHS in the analyzer part
of the model.

A possible technical realization of
the hearing feedback model is described
in /1/. As follows from the fundamental
scheme of the model/1/, the output signal
reflection will include frequency compon-
ents missing in the analyzed signal,
their frequency values characterizing the
mutual disposition of the signal spectral
components. Occurrence of reflection com-
ponents resulting from secondary interac-
tiOns is also possible.

Correlating vowel spectra to the freq-
uency structures of their reflections in
PTHS shown in fig.2, it can be seen that
the latter include spectral components
missing in the stimulus when the frequen-
cies of components in the stimulus spect-
rum are close enough. Thus, the CCP spec-
trum of vowel "a" includes F2-F1, F2+F1
frequency components.

The foregoing implies that envelope
extraction in non-linear analyzer chann—
els is significantly affected by a frequ-
ency-selectivity formation mechanism ref—
erred to in the literature as that of
sharpening of cochlear gain-frequency
characteristics (GFC). As stated above,
the earlier studies /3/ make it possible,
by using non-linear transformations, to
lay down a model ensuring a sufficient
degree of cochlear GFC sharpening to acco-
unt for the difference between the shape
of auditory-nerve frequency-threshold cur-
:es and GFC of cochlear hydrodynamic sys-

em.
Recent experiments /15/ have demonstr-

ated, however, that at low signal levels
the cochlear GFC themselves appear to
have a shape close to that of auditory-
nerve frequency-threshold curves.

The only seemingly possible way of ac-
counting for the above effects is to assu-
me the existence of an electromechanical
interaction of receptor cells with cochle-
ar vibration systems, presuming the inter-
action to form local feedbacks of quick-:gsponse leading to regeneration process-

.Alongside with the new experimental
eVidence, a model of the sharpening mecha-
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nism must also make allowance for the
whole complex of properties recognised in
the earlier studies of signal processing
in PPHS disregarding feedback effects.

The baSic principles of a model of co-
chlear GFC sharpening mechanism amount to
the following.
1. At low vibration levels cochlear GFC
are to be close to auditory-nerve freque—
ncy-threshold curves.
2. At high vibration levels cochlear GFC
are to be close to those measured by von
Békésy.
3. The structure of spatial-frequency si-
gnal reflection in PPHS is characterized
by the location of auditory—nerve fibers
with given characteristic frequencies in
the low-frequency slope area of the ampl-
itude-coordinate characteristic of the
basilar membrane /6/.
4. The effect of one harmonic signal inv-
olves an increase of neuron pulsation
frequency above the threshold value only
in a relatively narrow range near the va-
lues of the signal frequency close to the
characteristic frequency.
5. With the effect of two signals, one
being tuned to the characteristic freque-
ncy of the neuron observed and the other
being a test signal, neuron pulsation
frequency at low test-signal intensities
is considerably higher than the spontane-
ous one throughout the range of test sig-
nal retuning.
6. The increase in test signal intensity
with certain kinds of detuning is accomp-
anied by the formation of inhibition
areas. The width and depth of the areas
increase with an increase of test signal
intensity.
7. The inhibition areas are asymmetrical
in relation to the characteristic freque-
ncy, being deeper towards the high-frequ-
ency region.

The above requirements are met by the
model of PTHS GFC formation which includ—
es a frequency—coordinate transformer /5/
with a frequency-dependent voltage trans-
formation device /2/. The degree of feed—
back can be controlled as described in
/9 /. A calculation has revealed that the
scheme allows sharpening of PPHS GFC by a
factor of 20 to 24, while preserving a
phase characteristic clase to the linear
one.

From the above considerations the fol-
lowing conclusions can be drawn. Signal
reflection in PTHS appears to be a result
of both a complex interaction of non-lin-
ear mechanisms of vibration processing in
the inner ear and the effect of feedback
circuits due to electromechanical intera-
ction of receptor systems of organ of Co-
rti with cochlear partition vibration sy-
stem. as well as of the circuits realiz~
ing hearing feedback. Since the formation
of signal reflection in PPHS involves the
appearance of components missing in the

spectrum of the stimulus signal and may
be accompanied by secondary interaction
of these components, one should expect

the reflection to differ considerably
from the stimulus spectrum, particularly
with speech signals whose form is fairly
complex.
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